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Dear Bob, 

Thanks for your letter of tho 19th, which you didn t mail until the 27th. 
Asp  of now there are only two wholesalers who have any copies of the now book and I don t know of a single copy either has put out. In NYC and in DC. 
So, I'd wolcome distribution. 

I'm disappointed that Rolling Stone has hae no interest ia ancillary rights. By now the topicality ought be fairly obvious. 
I suspect that they are rather pissed off at me. All editors como to believe they underatend all there in to be understood and all are of the beet intention. They do not wulcomc forthriehtneso or criticism. 
Because it i3 about a week since you expected to see Wenner ene I've heard nothing free him I take it I have his answer. 
Before we had the book ready, Jon Newhall of Zodiac eews spoke to peoples at Rolling Stone to see if they would distribute and to try to interest them in ancillary UJOS. ide go: nuehere. :ind that wee when they'd have had an exclusive on what was page one throughout the world — oven b fore the current CIA flap to which it is and will remain so relevant. 
This means they would now have to tell the mselvee their judgement was bad. In my expert :nee people, enpecially young and dedicatee people, do not do anythiree like this eaoilye 

However, if teey are hungup on mu, Loser's part would lend itself to ready condensation and is topical end new. It has not been mentioned anywhere. 
Rolling Stone could have had an exclusive on CIA one domeetic intelligence months ago but they were unroopennivo. When they were I incorporated what was pertinent in the draft of my Watergate book. It has much that has not come out yet. Kinds of spooking not even indicated yet, simple, indirect and an effective impediment to the first amendment. 

I'm sorry thin is are this way. 
But thanks for your willingnee3 and your efforts. 
I look forward to your, piece. 

if you've seen what Ron Aar,olor wrote on the lei: new developmente, I'd appreciate your openions. 

Lope you hove a zood year. 

Best rece,rao, 


